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Abstract

Computational pore-scale network models describe two-phase porous media ¯ow systems by resolving individual interfaces at

the pore scale, and tracking these interfaces through the pore network. Coupled with volume averaging techniques, these models can

reproduce relationships between measured variables like capillary pressure, saturation, and relative permeability. In addition, these

models allow nontraditional porous media variables to be quanti®ed, such as interfacial areas and common line lengths. They also

allow explorations of possible relationships between these variables, as well as testing of new theoretical conjectures. Herein we

compute relationships between capillary pressure, saturation, interfacial areas, and common line lengths using a pore-scale network

model. We then consider a conjecture that de®nition of an extended constitutive relationship between capillary pressure, saturation,

and interfacial area eliminates hysteresis between drainage and imbibition; such hysteresis is commonly seen in the traditional

relationship between capillary pressure and saturation. For the sample pore network under consideration, we ®nd that hysteresis can

essentially be eliminated using a speci®c choice of displacement rules; these rules are within the range of experimental observations

for interface displacements and therefore are considered to be physically plausible. We ®nd that macroscopic measures of common

line lengths behave similarly to ¯uid±¯uid interfacial areas, although the functional dependencies on capillary pressure and satu-

ration di�er to some extent. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recent e�orts to develop a comprehensive framework
for multi-phase ¯ow from ®rst principles have included
derivation of conservation equations for phases, inter-
faces, and common lines at the macroscale, a length
scale of tens to hundreds of pore diameters
[10,12,13,16,40]. Interfacial areas in multi-phase systems
have been incorporated explicitly in thermodynamic
theories as new independent macroscopic variables (see
Refs. [9,10,12,16,34] and references cited therein).
Common lines of three phases are present at the contact
of three interfaces; these also enter into multi-phase ¯ow
equations, and may play a role in the movement of ¯uids
and interfaces [9]. While these new theories indicate that
interfaces and common lines should be incorporated
into mathematical descriptions, the relative importance
of these variables remains to be explored.

Experimental measurement techniques that are
able to resolve and quantify phase interfaces in porous
media systems are under development (e.g., Refs.
[22,25,33,39]), but di�culties remain in the procedures
and in the evaluation of indirect measurements of in-
terfacial areas. Kim et al. [25] point out that for the
partitioning traces techniques an independent validation
of the interfacial area estimates is currently not avail-
able. There have been no de®nite studies of hysteresis
cycles or scanning curves involving experimental deter-
mination of interfacial areas; recent studies report such
information for a drainage sequence alone (Refs. [22,39],
Montemagno, 1999, private communication). Exper-
imental quanti®cation of the contact lines formed at the
intersection between interfacial areas and the solid has
yet to be attempted. Given the di�culties associated
with measurements of these variables in the laboratory
or in the ®eld, numerical simulations may play an im-
portant role in evaluating these new theories.

Numerical techniques can be employed to quantify
phase interfaces (e.g., Refs. [23,31,36,37]). In this paper,
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we also include the quanti®cation of common lines,
starting with an idealized description of the pore
microstructure in a porous medium representation.
Pore-scale network models, based on capillary-domi-
nated displacement mechanisms, provide explicit calcu-
lations of interfacial areas, as well as capillary pressures,
saturations, and relative permeabilities. These models
represent the pore space by geometric approximations to
individual pore elements, while maintaining the highly
interconnected nature and random size distributions of
natural porous media. Numerical network models with
various pore-space representations have been employed
to investigate many phenomena related to multi-phase
¯ow in porous media, including several recent papers
investigating interfacial areas in multi-phase ¯ow.
Lowry and Miller [31], using an irregular network
structure of spherical nodes and cylindrical tubes, re-
ported relationships between ¯uid saturation and ¯uid±
¯uid interfacial areas. Reeves and Celia [37] developed a
network model consisting of spherical pores and con-
stricted (bi-conical) cylindrical tubes in a regular cubic
network, and related interfacial areas to both capillary
pressure and saturation. Fenwick and Blunt [8] investi-
gated wedge and corner ¯ows with an angular represen-
tation of pore throats within a network model. A similar
approach was taken by Kawanishi et al. [23] with a cubic
lattice arrangement of pores and tubes with triangular
cross-sections to estimate interfacial areas in a three-
¯uid-phase system. These authors compared their net-
work model predictions of air±water interfacial areas
with the adsorption tracer estimates of e�ective interfa-
cial areas obtained by Kim et al. [24]. Reported interfacial
areas for initial drainage of a porous medium were con-
sistent with the experimental results, after a normaliza-
tion to allow comparison between di�erent porous media
types. Their simulation results for primary drainage were
also comparable with those of Reeves and Celia [37].

Reeves and Celia [37] and Reeves [36] demonstrated
that speci®c interfacial area, de®ned as the ¯uid±¯uid
interfacial area per bulk volume of the porous medium,
becomes a well-behaved continuum variable at the same
averaging volume as ¯uid saturation. The computa-
tional results of [37,36] appeared to con®rm the thermo-
dynamic hypothesis of Hassanizadeh and Gray [16] that
capillary pressure, saturation, and speci®c interfacial
area are functionally related (see also Ref. [14]). Scan-
ning curves could be presented, which ®ll the space be-
tween the main (or secondary) drainage and main (or
secondary) imbibition curves, yielding a functional form
of the constitutive relation de®ned by capillary pressure,
pc, wetting ¯uid saturation, sw, and ¯uid±¯uid interfacial
area, awn. Simple displacement rules were used for
drainage and imbibition processes in [37]; these dis-
placement rules were consecutively re®ned to include
experimentally observed physical displacement mech-
anisms by Reeves [36]. Herein we extend these earlier

modeling e�orts by including, for the ®rst time, explicit
calculations of common line length, lwns, and exploring
its relation to capillary pressure and saturation. We also
explore the displacement rules used in these models by
examining sensitivity of results to di�erent choices of
physically justi®able rules. And we test a conjecture
associated with the theories of Hassanizadeh and Gray
[18] (a review is also found in Ref. [34]) regarding hys-
teresis by searching for a physically justi®able set of
displacement rules, for which hysteresis between drain-
age and imbibition disappears in the relationship be-
tween pc; sw, and awn.

We begin this paper by restating some of the recent
theoretical developments in the description of multi-
phase ¯ow in porous media, which result in inclusion of
interfacial areas and common lines. Our computational
pore-scale network model is then presented, including
an account of the displacement rules and the computa-
tion of capillary pressure, interfacial areas, and common
lines. Results are presented to demonstrate the hysteresis
between capillary pressure and ¯uid saturation; this is
followed by a computational investigation of the sensi-
tivity of the functional relationship between capillary
pressure, ¯uid saturation, and interfacial areas with re-
spect to displacement rule parameters. We also report
computed common line lengths, demonstrate their
functional dependence on capillary pressure and satu-
ration, and investigate sensitivity to the displacement
parameters. We conclude with a discussion of these
results, as well as unresolved issues in the theoretical
development of the two-phase ¯ow description, and the
possibilities that pore-scale network models o�er to
solve some of these problems.

2. Theoretical developments and conjectures

Two-phase ¯ow systems have historically been de-
scribed using ¯uid pressures and volumetric saturations
as primary variables. Mass balance equations for each
¯uid phase are augmented by constitutive relationships
that relate volumetric ¯ux of a given phase to gradients
of ¯uid potential in that phase; the coe�cient of pro-
portionality involves the relative permeability, which is
usually taken to be a nonlinear function of saturation.
Similarly, the capillary pressure, de®ned as the di�erence
between ¯uid phase pressures, is related algebraically to
the saturation via another nonlinear relationship, which
is usually highly hysteretic. These equations represent
the state of the art in mathematical descriptions of two-
phase ¯ow in porous media.

Recently, in a series of publications, Gray and
Hassanizadeh [9,11,12,16±18] have pointed out a num-
ber of inconsistencies in the standard mathematical de-
scription of multi-phase ¯ow systems, and provided
theoretical arguments that point to interfacial areas as
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important primary variables in the mathematical de-
scription of two-phase ¯ow systems. Their analysis also
indicates that common lines, which form at the inter-
sections of three phases (two ¯uids and one solid in the
case of two-phase ¯ow in porous media), may also be
important in the ¯ow description. While these theoreti-
cal arguments are interesting, and o�er the potential for
improved mathematical descriptions as well as enhanced
insights into the underlying physics of the ¯ow pro-
cesses, they introduce a number of new variables, many
of which are di�cult if not impossible to obtain in the
laboratory or in ®eld situations.

2.1. Momentum balance

To give a sense of the kinds of equations that arise in
the new theories, we present below the combined
macroscale momentum equations for two-phase ¯ow in
porous media, following [9,12]:

ÿ �a�rla ÿ qaga� � awn�rlwn � qwngwn�
� aas�rlas � qasgas� ÿ lwns�rlwns ÿ qwnsgwns�
� Ra � vas � Rwn � vwn;s � Ras � vas;s

� Rwns � vwns;s a � w; n �1�
with

rla � rpa ÿ awn

�a
rca

wn ÿ
aas

�a
rca

as; �2�

rlwn � rcwn ÿ �w

awn
rcwn

w ÿ
�n

awn
rcwn

n ÿ
lwns

awn
rcwn

wns; �3�

rlas � rcas ÿ �a

aas
rcas

a ÿ
�sEs

aasj
: rras ÿ lwns

aas
rcas

wns; �4�

rlwns � rcwns ÿ awn

lwns
rcwns

wn ÿ
aws

lwns
rcwns

ws ÿ
ans

lwns
rcwns

ns :

�5�
In these equations, � denotes the volume fraction, q is
density, and g is gravity. As a convention in the em-
ployed notation, phases are referred to with indices a or
b, indicating either of the phases w, n, or s; i.e., wetting,
nonwetting, and solid phase, respectively. Interfaces are
referred to by ab for any pair of phases wn, ws, or ns,
and consistently common line properties are indexed
with wns. The terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (1) now
include contributions by phase interfaces aab and com-
mon lines lwns, phase pressures pa, surface and line ten-
sions cwn; cas, and cwns, and coe�cients c stemming from
postulated thermodynamic interactions; where the solid
phase has a dependence on the strain tensor Es divided
by the Jacobian j in a deformation term and the stress in
the as interface due to solid deformation ras. The resis-
tance coe�cients R on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) are
derived from linearizations around velocity relations v in
the entropy inequality. The general form of Eq. (1) may
be further simpli®ed to commonly used multi-phase-¯ow
equations by relaxed assumptions for the derived

thermodynamic relations [9]. These assumptions then
become explicit, and an improved momentum balance
equation, as compared to Darcy's approximation, can be
developed for more general multi-phase ¯ow conditions.

The primary variables in Eq. (1) include speci®c in-
terfacial areas aab, de®ned as interfacial area between
phase a and b per unit bulk volume, and speci®c com-
mon line length lwns, de®ned as common line length
between all three phases (wetting, nonwetting, and solid)
per unit bulk volume. Mathematically, they may be
de®ned as (cf. [12])

aab � 1

dV

Z
dSab

dS � dSab

dV
�6�

and

lwns � 1

dV

Z
dCwns

dC � dCwns

dV
�7�

with dV being a representative averaging volume in-
cluding all phases in the system, dSab the two-dimen-
sional boundary between phases a and b, and dCwns the
one-dimensional contact line between interfaces, within
the averaging volume dV .

These variables are extremely di�cult to measure
experimentally. In addition, constitutive relationships
between these and other variables arise, with associated
parameters appearing in the relationships. Experimental
studies are required to test the validity of these
theoretical results and to quantify coe�cients in rela-
tionships that are found to be valid. While the ideal
solution is to perform careful, detailed experiments in
the laboratory, our inability to measure many of the
variables involved precludes this as a viable option.
Therefore it is reasonable to consider numerical experi-
ments, to the extent that they can predict some of the
postulated functional dependencies and test some of the
conjectures.

2.2. Constitutive relations

An implication that arises from this theory is that
capillary pressure must have a functional dependence on
more than just saturation. In particular, the thermo-
dynamic analyses indicate that capillary pressure should
be related to saturation, speci®c interfacial areas, and
perhaps speci®c common line length in a dynamic
equation that usually takes the general form of
(following Ref. [9])

Mw
s

�

Dssw

Dt
� pw ÿ pn � pc�sw; awn; aws; ans; lwns�; �8�

where Mw
s is a relaxation coe�cient, and Ds=Dt is a

material derivative with respect to the motion of the
solid phase.

A full functional relationship between capillary
pressure, saturation, and ¯uid±¯uid interfacial area has
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yet to be measured experimentally, due to the di�culties
associated with such measurements. However, tech-
niques have been developed recently that should allow
for such measurements to be performed (see e.g., Ref.
[22,25,33,39] and references to earlier work). Until such
measurement techniques are fully developed, one may
use computational pore-scale models to quantify these
variables and examine their functional relationships (see
Refs. [23,36,37]). We follow the approach of pore-scale
modeling herein to look at several speci®c questions,
including the conjecture by Gray and Hassanizadeh re-
lated to hysteresis in postulated constitutive relations for
two-phase ¯ow systems. Hysteresis is ubiquitous in the
relationship between capillary pressure and saturation,
occurring for virtually all natural porous media. Gray
and Hassanizadeh conjecture that hysteresis between
capillary pressure and saturation is a result of the ab-
sence of speci®c ¯uid±¯uid interfacial area in the func-
tional relationship; that is, the standard relationship
between capillary pressure and saturation is a projection
of a three-dimensional surface relating pc; sw, and awn

onto the two-dimensional plane with pc and sw as the
axes. Using a computational pore-scale network model
for capillary displacement in porous media, we can in-
vestigate this conjecture to determine whether or not we
see a basis for rejection of the conjecture. We do this in
the following sections. Furthermore, we use the com-
putational model to examine the functional dependen-
cies of speci®c common line length, in particular the
relationship between lwns; pc, and sw.

3. Numerical modeling

In multi-¯uid porous media, ¯uid±¯uid interfaces
exist at the pore scale. The deformation and displace-
ment of these interfaces allow for changes in saturation,
typically in response to changes in ¯uid pressures. If we
want to investigate the role of phase interfaces and the
role of contact lines, it is logical to begin at the pore
scale. For natural porous media, the geometry of the
pore space is too complex to allow for a practical
mathematical model, even if the geometry could be
measured. Pore-scale network models attempt to cap-
ture the general features of the pore structure, while
using simpli®ed local geometries that allow for compu-
tationally tractable methods and incorporation of the
relevant physics of the problem. Typically this involves a
lattice representation of the pore space, with pore bodies
at the vertices and pore throats acting as connections
between adjacent pore bodies. Reviews of computa-
tional pore-scale network models may be found in Refs.
[1,7,38]. With general averaging techniques (e.g., Ref.
[15]), upscaling of displacement and ¯ow processes to a
macroscopic scale allows macro-scale ¯ow formulations
and associated constitutive relationships to be evalu-

ated. The mathematically constructed pore network acts
as surrogate for an actual sample of a porous medium.
On this sample, we perform experiments that mimic
those that we might perform in a laboratory; however,
the network model allows us to quantify variables like
interfacial areas and contact line lengths, which we are
unable to measure in the laboratory.

Natural porous media have inherent randomness as-
sociated with the pore structure. Randomness is as-
signed to the pore geometry in the model by selection of
pore sizes from representative probability distributions.
The pore structure of the model used herein is a regular
cubic lattice of pore bodies connected by pore throats
(see Refs. [36,37]). Pore bodies are spherical, while pore
throats have a converging±diverging conical shape (also
used in e.g., Refs. [35,41]). The radii of the pore throats
are correlated in size to the adjacent pore bodies,
following the procedure of Reeves [36]. Site-bond cor-
relation leads to the overlap of the pore-body and pore-
throat size distributions, and threshold pressures at
comparable magnitudes for piston displacement and
snap-o� in imbibition processes. Such pore space cor-
relation has been employed in pore-network models, for
example, to simulate physical behavior observed in
mercury porosimetry [2,6,19,30,43,46]. The wetting and
nonwetting ¯uids are assumed to be in contact with the
respective ¯uid reservoir at the top and bottom of the
model domain. Lateral boundaries are closed to ¯ow, as
a representation of standard pressure cell experiments.
Pressures at each of the ¯uid reservoirs can be speci®ed
in the model; changes in pressure lead to redistribution
of the ¯uid phases via interface motions until an equi-
librium distribution, i.e, a stable con®guration of ¯uid±
¯uid interfaces inside the pore network, is reached. The
simulated displacement mechanisms are detailed below.
The ¯uid physical and chemical parameters correspond
to an air±water system that is strongly water wet, such
that contact angle hysteresis is not included. All ¯uids
are assumed to be incompressible. Further speci®cation
of the model input parameters is provided in Table 1.

3.1. Interface displacement

The pore-scale computational model simulates quasi-
static ¯uid displacement, such that only the end points
of interface motions from one stable con®guration to
another are considered. Interface displacements are
driven by imposed phase pressures in the ¯uid reser-
voirs; changes in the imposed pressure in one of the ¯uid
phases will cause movement of at least some of the in-
terfaces in the network. The mathematical rules we use
for interface displacements are consistent with physical
experiments in which interface motions have been
studied, which are typically two-dimensional etched-
glass micromodel studies [3±5,20,26±29,44,45]. Under
drainage conditions, the main displacement mechanism
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considered is piston displacement through pore throats.
When the pressure di�erence between the two ¯uids is
increased, so that the capillary pressure increases, all
interfaces are interrogated to determine whether or not
they will remain stable in their current positions. The
test is based on local conditions at the interface, and
follows the basic equation for capillary stability. For an
interface that is free to move (that is, not part of a
trapped ¯uid phase region), a pressure di�erence across
the interface given by pc will require an interface cur-
vature given by cwn=R, where R is the radius of curvature
of the interface. In the presence of a solid, the appro-
priate test for displacement involves comparison of the
equilibrium radius Req with the actual radius of the pore
throat, where Req is given by (e.g., Ref. [7])

Req � 2cwnj cos�H� U�j
pc

�9�

with H being the wetting ¯uid contact angle formed with
respect to the pore wall, and U being the angle of the
pore wall in the spatial coordinate system. When contact
angle hysteresis is considered, commonly a receding
contact angle during drainage, Hrec, and an advancing
contact angle during imbibition, Hadv, are distinguished.

Interfaces that are unstable are tracked through the
network, until a stable location (that is, a small enough

pore throat) is reached, or until they reach an open
domain boundary. During this process, regions of wet-
ting ¯uid that become completely surrounded by in-
vading nonwetting ¯uid are identi®ed as possibly
trapped wetting ¯uid. While this identi®cation is in-
cluded in our algorithms, for the results presented
herein, we do not include wetting-phase trapping. This is
consistent with the assumption of strong wettability, i.e.,
wetting ®lms and wedges provide continuity of wetting
phase throughout the network. A secondary drainage
mechanism is included to deal with single pore throats
that contain wetting ¯uid, with the connecting pore
bodies on either side of the throat containing nonwett-
ing ¯uid. These so-called singlets of wetting ¯uid are
allowed to drain, if the interface menisci penetrate the
pore throat to such an extent that the two interfaces
intersect. In this case we assume singlet rupture, and the
pore throat becomes occupied with nonwetting ¯uid.

Imbibition is a more complex displacement process,
and experimental observations have established two
potentially important mechanisms besides piston dis-
placement. These involve the process called snap-o�, as
well as the in¯uence of local ¯uid con®gurations on
displacement pressures for piston motion, schematically
shown in Fig. 1. The reason that imbibition is more
complex is due in part to the fact that the imbibition

Table 1

Model input parameters used for all simulations

Lattice network parameters

Lattice dimensions: 40� 40� 40

Averaging dimensions: 30� 30� 40 (reduced by ®ve lateral shells)

Lattice spacing (mm): 0.3

Lattice element statistics (beta distributed):

Element radii: Mean S.D. Cv (±) Min Max

Pore bodies (mm) 0.0940 0.0141 0.1498 0.0509 0.1200

Pore throats (mm) 0.0587 0.0087 0.1481 0.0340 0.0835

Mean aspect ratio 0:162� 10

Element surfaces: Total

Pore bodies (mm2) 0:4962� 103 (6.61% of total)

Pore throats (mm2) 0:7005� 104 (93.38% of total)

Element volumes: Total

Pore bodies (mm3) 0:8711� 102 (28.49% of total)

Pore throats (mm3) 0:2185� 103 (71.50% of total)

Lattice statistics (reduced lattice):

Solid-void area (mm2): 0:7502� 104

Lattice volume (mm3): 0:9720� 103

Pore volume (mm3): 0:3056� 103

Porosity (%): 31.4492

Fluid parameters

Contact angle advancing (degrees): 0.0

Contact angle receding (degrees): 0.0

Contact angle equilibrium (degrees): 0.0

Surface tension (N/m): 0.0730

Wetting ¯uid density (kg/m3): 0:9980� 103

Nonwetting ¯uid density (kg/m3): 0:1200� 10
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process is controlled by the pore bodies, rather than the
pore throats. Pore throats have only two entrance or exit
points, one on either end, whereas pore bodies have six
possible entrance or exit points (in a cubic lattice). In
addition, because pore throats are smaller in radius than
pore bodies, and because imbibition takes place in
smaller pore elements ®rst, it is possible for wetting ¯uid
to displace nonwetting ¯uid in a pore throat before it
®lls the intervening pore body. This latter process, re-
ferred to as snap-o� or choke-o�, requires wetting ®lms
and wedges to provide hydraulic connections for wetting
¯uid across the network. An extensive literature exists
analyzing and quantifying the snap-o� mechanism (see

[4,5,19,26±29,32,42,45] and references cited therein). A
snap-o� criterion was chosen by Reeves [36] to match
the measurements of Li and Wardlaw [28], with a snap-
o� ratio of 1.5 for a contact angle of 0 during imbi-
bition, and a linear parameterization for higher contact
angles. The relatively general rule for snap-o� in pore
throats is given in Ref. [36] in terms of a snap-o�
parameter fsnap, such that the capillary pressure at which
a pore throat of radius Rt will be invaded by wetting
¯uid is

pn ÿ pw6 1

fsnap

� �
2

Rt

cwn cos�Hadv� �10�

(a)

(b)

I1

I2

I2a

I3

Fig. 1. Schematic of displacement rules. (a) Snap-o� of nonwetting phase during imbibition. (b) In¯uence of local ¯uid con®guration on cooperative

pore ®lling during imbibition (cf. Ref. [27]). The wetting ¯uid in these ®gures is white, nonwetting ¯uid is shown in gray. Note that we consider local

¯uid con®gurations in three dimensions, and we do not distinguish between di�erent con®gurations of the same number of connected nonwetting

phase throats.
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with Hadv denoting the advancing contact angle with
respect to the solid measured through the wetting phase.
In the current work, we assume Hadv � 0 and allow the
value for fsnap to vary within the range of plausible
values, based on experimental evidence reported in the
literature. The range of fsnap that corresponds to exper-
imental observations is from 1.2 to more than 10.0
[26,27]; more characteristic for strongly wetted systems
is a range found between 1.5 and 3.0 [5,28]. Li and
Wardlaw [29] and Mohanty et al. [32] described a critical
aspect ratio of Rb=Rt, a minimum pore-body to pore-
throat size ratio, which makes snap-o� possible. This
criterion is related to the critical capillary pressure ratio
between piston displacement and snap-o� in a pore
throat (see Ref. [27]), which is expressed herein with the
parameter fsnap. For snap-o� to be allowable, the
stability of the resulting interface con®guration is tested
in our model. If the newly formed interfaces would in-
tersect and coalesce, snap-o� in that situation does not
occur.

Piston-type imbibition of pore bodies involves dis-
placement analogous to displacement for drainage in
pore throats. However, the more complex geometry of
the pore bodies means that factors other than the radius
of the pore body may a�ect the imbibition process. A
number of experimental studies have indicated that the
capillary pressure at which imbibition occurs in a pore
body is in¯uenced by the number of pore throats con-
nected to that pore body and that are already ®lled with
wetting ¯uid (see e.g., Refs. [20,26,27,29]). Accordingly,
simple piston displacement only applies to imbibition of
pore bodies, where all pore throats except one are ®lled
with wetting ¯uid. When more of the pore throats are
®lled with nonwetting ¯uid, then the capillary pressure
condition for invasion is modi®ed. Several models have
adopted a simple correction factor for the displacement
equation (e.g., Refs. [19,21,36]). Herein we follow a
generalized form of the formulation by Reeves [36], for
the e�ects of local ¯uid con®guration, given by

pn ÿ pw6 1

flocal

� �
2

Rb

cwn cos�Hadv�; �11�

where flocal is generalized as

flocal � wNt � �1ÿ w�; w 2 �0; 1�: �12�
The parameter flocal depends on the number of adjacent
throats ®lled with nonwetting ¯uid, Nt, weighted by a
weighting factor w between 1.0 and 0.0; w corresponds
to a value of 1.0 used in Ref. [21], 0.25 in Ref. [36], and
0.0 in Refs. [31,37]. Again, we chose Hadv � 0 and allow
di�erent possible values of w in this study. Thus the
formulation for cooperative pore ®lling does not take
wettability into account explicitly, as we assume a
strongly wetted system and a contact angle of 0 for
drainage and imbibition.

For capillary displacements during imbibition, the
wetting ¯uid sequentially invades pore throats and pore
bodies with the highest capillary pressure thresholds.
Piston invasion has a critical capillary pressure higher
than snap-o�, and thus is more probable to occur, but it
requires the adjacent pore body or throat to be already
®lled with wetting phase [8]. The critical capillary
pressure for piston-type pore ®lling of pore bodies is
dependent on the local ¯uid con®guration of the pore
throats in strongly wetted systems. This is discussed by
Lenormand and Zarcone [26]. Since pore throats are
required to be narrower than the pore body to which
they are connected, piston-type imbibition is always
favored over snap-o� in pore bodies. Thus the above
displacement mechanisms are intrinsically linked to the
pore structure of the model, and in turn to hysteresis in
capillary displacement. Jerauld and Salter [21] deter-
mined the ratio of pore body to pore throat radii as the
most important feature for observed patterns of hys-
teresis. The local aspect ratio in the pore structure
controls imbibition capillary mechanisms that generate
the ¯uid phase distributions.

3.2. Calculation of volumes, areas, and lines

In the overall model, phase pressures are controlled
by speci®cation of reservoir pressures. Sequential
changes to the pressures produce a series of capillary
pressures. For each imposed capillary pressure, inter-
faces are displaced within the network, employing the
rules described above. Once all interfaces have reached
stable locations, ¯uid volumes are calculated. These
¯uid volumes include conical sections, spheres, and
spherical caps. Division of the ¯uid volume by the total
pore volume provides a measure of ¯uid saturation.
Note that the capillary pressure and associated satura-
tion provide one datapoint in the traditional relation-
ship between capillary pressure and saturation.
Moreover, speci®c interfacial areas and speci®c contact
line lengths are computed. Speci®c interfacial areas are
obtained by summing all interfacial areas within the
network, then dividing by the total volume of the sam-
ple. Similarly, speci®c common line lengths are com-
puted by summing all of the contact lines and dividing
by the total volume. Example results are shown in Fig. 2,
for parameters fsnap � 1:5 (in Eq. (10)) and w � 0:25 (in
Eq. (12)). Notice that hysteresis is present in all these
relationships shown, while the overall behavior of the
functional relationships is also apparent.

Speci®c interfacial areas have been calculated from
pore-scale network models by Lowry and Miller [31],
with a range of 1.4±2.0 mm2/mm3, and Reeves [36], with
a range of 0.6±1.6 mm2/mm3. Kawanishi et al. [23]
found the speci®c interfacial area for capillary menisci in
a two-¯uid system quantitatively similar to that of
Reeves and Celia [37] at approximately 0.3 mm2/mm3
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for primary drainage (after normalization with respect
to the di�erent length scales of the porous media).
However, the speci®c interfacial area of wetting layers in
their study contributed at least that much area in addi-
tion. For this investigation, we only consider interfaces
between the bulk ¯uids, not those of wetting layers or
thin ®lms formed in corners, crevices, or pendular ring
geometries.

4. Results

In this section, we present numerical results that test
the conjecture that hysteresis disappears when the pc±sw

relationship is expanded to include interfacial area be-
tween the two ¯uid phases. Our approach is to use the

pore-scale network model to simulate sequences of
drainage and imbibition, such that complete sets of
scanning curves are generated for both drainage and
imbibition. We then examine the results as a function of
the displacement rules used for both snap-o� and the
local ¯uid con®gurations. The following question is ex-
plored: Are there displacement rules that (i) are consis-
tent with physical experiments (that is, are in the range
of experimentally observed values), and (ii) produce
results for which hysteresis in the pc±sw±awn relationship
is eliminated? If not, we have a basis for rejection of the
conjecture; if so, we cannot reject it. Along with inter-
facial areas, we will also ask the analogous question on
the measure of speci®c contact line length.

The numerical experiments proceed as follows. Dis-
placement of water (as the wetting phase) by air (as the

primary drainage
main imbibition
main drainage

(a)
primary drainage
main imbibition
main drainage

(b)

primary drainage
main imbibition
main drainage

(c)

Fig. 2. Simulation of primary drainage and main hysteresis loop (snap-o� parameter� 1.5, weighting in local imbibition parameter� 0.25).

(a) Capillary pressure versus wetting phase saturation. (b) Speci®c wetting phase±nonwetting phase interfacial areas versus wetting phase saturation.

(c) Speci®c common line length versus wetting phase saturation.
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nonwetting phase), in an initially water saturated net-
work, was simulated for a sequence of pressure steps
imposed at the nonwetting phase ¯uid reservoir. For any
combination of snap-o� displacement rule factor (fsnap)
and local imbibition rule weighting (w in flocal), the pri-
mary drainage sequence contained the same 150 pres-
sure steps. These same pressure steps were also used for
both the main imbibition sequence and the main
drainage sequence. To ®ll in drainage scanning curves,
the imbibition sequence was terminated prior to com-
plete invasion and drainage was then followed to com-
pletion. Use of a sequence of termination points along
the imbibition curve provides a family of drainage
scanning curves that span the entire hysteresis loop. The
analogous procedure was followed for imbibition scan-
ning curves. Overall, the drainage scanning sequences
contained a total of 16,106 pressure steps, and the im-

bibition scanning sequences a total of 15,960 steps. Thus
every full displacement calculation amounted to simu-
lation of 32,516 pressure steps.

4.1. Hysteresis between drainage and imbibition

Fig. 3 shows the in¯uence of the displacement rules
on the hysteresis in the pc±sw plane, using snap-o� values
of 1.0, 1.5, and 3.0. In Fig. 3(a) snap-o� dominates the
displacement, leading to a collapse of the main imbi-
bition and main drainage curves on top of each other.
This eliminates hysteresis between pc and sw, but in an
unrealistic way. This result is obtained independently of
the value selected for the local imbibition rule. Fig. 3(b)
depicts a hysteresis loop between main imbibition and
main drainage curves, which is qualitatively consistent
with the observed data for porous media. This results

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Simulation of primary drainage, main hysteresis loop, and drainage and imbibition scanning curves, shown in the pc±sw plane. (a) Snap-o�

parameter� 1.0, weighting in local imbibition parameter� 0.25. (b) Snap-o� parameter� 1.5, local imbibition parameter� 0.0. (c) Snap-o�

parameter� 3.0, local imbibition parameter� 0.25. Drainage scanning curves are given with solid lines, imbibition scanning curves with dashed lines.
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from the snap-o� parameter set to fsnap � 1:5, while
local imbibition is weighted with w � 0 in this plot. The
scanning sequences for drainage, i.e, starting drainage at
an intermediate point on the main imbibition curve, and
scanning sequences in the imbibition, i.e., starting at an
intermediate point in the main drainage curve, are
shown in the plot to ®ll the interior of the main hys-
teresis loop. Fig. 3(c) is an example of a high snap-o�
factor in combination with local imbibition weighting of
0.25. With little to no snap-o�, the main hysteresis loop
in the pc±sw plane becomes larger, producing close to no
trapping of the nonwetting ¯uid and an unrealistically
¯at main imbibition curve. These illustrations of the
e�ects of the displacement rules indicate that some of the
extreme displacement parameter combinations may be
ruled out as unphysical, based on unrealistic pc±sw

curves and hysteresis behavior.
The relative importance of snap-o� mechanisms to

cooperative pore ®lling during imbibition is described
using Eqs. (10) and (11) with the ratio fsnapRt : flocalRb,
where the mean aspect ratio for the sample is
hRb=Rti � 1:62, given in Table 1. We examine a range of
parameter values for the two imbibition mechanisms for

the ®xed pore structure we have chosen. Note that the
two mechanisms di�er in that snap-o� may occur at any
pore throat in the network, whereas local ¯uid con®g-
urations are interrogated at the displacement front.
Given the dependence of snap-o� and piston displace-
ment on the pore-size distribution, we expect to see in-
teresting interplay of snap-o� and cooperative pore
®lling when the fsnap and w parameters lead to ratios that
are similar to Rb=Rt.

The full set of calculated drainage scanning cycles,
along with primary and main drainage and imbibition
curves, can be plotted for the relationship between pc±
sw±awn and pc±sw±lwns, delineating constitutive surfaces
in the three-dimensional spaces (Fig. 4(a) and (b)). We
provide projections of the three-parameter relationships
onto the two-parameter planes in these illustrations as
well. The displacement rules used in these ®gures cor-
respond to a snap-o� parameter of 1.5 and local im-
bibition weighting of 0.25 (cf. Ref. [36]), identical to the
rules taken for Figs. 2 and 5 below. The drainage
scanning curves for the speci®c interfacial area, awn

dr in
Fig. 4(a), exhibit a pronounced curvature inside the
main hysteresis loop. This convex curvature is well be-

Fig. 4. Simulation of drainage and imbibition scanning curves, shown for pc±sw±awn and pc±sw±lwns (see text for further explanation) (snap-o�

parameter� 1.5, weighting in local imbibition parameter� 0.25). (a) Drainage scanning curves for awn. (b) Drainage scanning curves for lwns.

(c) Imbibition scanning curves for awn. (d) Imbibition scanning curves for lwns.
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haved, and the curvature is highest at the high values of
awn

dr in main drainage and main imbibition. In compar-
ison, the drainage scanning curves for the speci®c
common line length, lwns

dr in Fig. 4(b), exhibit less cur-
vature in the surface. The surfaces of the pc±sw±lwns re-
lationship are generally less complex, with only mild
dependence of lwns on pc.

Imbibition scanning cycles for the speci®c interfacial
area, awn

im , are plotted in Fig. 4(c). Primary and main
drainage, as well as main imbibition curves, correspond
to those in the previous ®gures. Projections of the
scanning surface onto the two-dimensional planes are
again provided for better illustration. At high interfacial
area values, the imbibition scanning surface has a con-
vex±concave curvature and a slight shift in the bound-
aries of the hysteresis loop between consecutive
imbibition cycles. The corresponding imbibition scan-
ning cycles for the speci®c common line length, lwns

im ,
show the same slight shift in the boundaries of the
hysteresis loop, yet a relatively ¯at constitutive surface
(Fig. 4(d)). This is consistent with the common line
drainage scanning surface, lwns

dr , in Fig. 4(b).
When the above collection of corresponding scanning

curves is cut at a ®xed value of pc, we obtain a visually
easier comparison of the drainage and imbibition sur-
faces. Such comparison of the surfaces addresses our
question of inherent hysteresis in the three-parameter
representation of the constitutive relationships. Fig. 5(a)
compares surface cuts for the speci®c interfacial area
relation, and Fig. 5(b) compares surface cuts for the
speci®c common line relation. The ®xed pc values are a
sampling of the capillary pressure range inside the main
hysteresis loop. The separation between drainage and
imbibition displacements is less than 7% in awn, and less

than 6.5% for lwns, with respect to the highest values in
each plot. It is also seen in Fig. 5 that imbibition scan-
ning sequences lie consistently below drainage scanning
sequences, for this example. Furthermore, at low values
of sw, scanning sequences converge towards each other,
i.e, displaying little to no hysteresis in this range in the
calculated surfaces.

4.2. Parameter sensitivity

While the previous results indicated relatively mild
hysteresis, it is di�cult to say whether or not the dif-
ferences are inherent or due to the selection of dis-
placement rule parameters. In this section, we analyze
the sensitivity of the network model results to the dis-
placement rule combinations for snap-o� and local im-
bibition weighting. The variability of the snap-o� factor
fsnap (Eq. (10)) is considered between a maximum of 2.5
[27,32], i.e, little to no snap-o� in our simulations, and a
minimum of 1.0, i.e., a forced snap-o� condition. The
physically plausible range, where also pc±sw relation-
ships compare to experimental results, is certainly con-
tained within these limiting values. The range for the
local imbibition weighting w (in Eq. (12)) is selected
from 1.0 weighting of local ¯uid con®guration [21], to a
zero weighting of local ¯uid con®guration, i.e., no e�ect
of the local ¯uid conditions on imbibition. Experimental
observations under comparable conditions (phase wet-
tabilities) [26,27,29] fall well within this range; a nonzero
contact angle is further expected to diminish the in¯u-
ence of local ¯uid con®gurations [20,45].

For a quantitative comparison and analysis, it is de-
sirable to quantify the complete surfaces for the scan-
ning sequence calculations of awn and lwns. A triangular

pc=16, drainage
           imbibition
pc=20, drainage
           imbibition
pc=24, drainage
           imbibition

pc=16, drainage
           imbibition
pc=20, drainage
           imbibition
pc=24, drainage
           imbibition

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Planes at constant pc through: (a) the simulated pc±sw±awn and (b) pc±sw±lwns relationships generated by drainage and imbibition scanning

curves (compare to Figs. 2(a) and 4) (snap-o� parameter� 1.5, weighting in local imbibition parameter� 0.25).
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discretization with linear interpolation of the scanning
sequence data was performed on the surfaces within the
main hysteresis loop in the projection on the pc±sw

plane, for drainage and imbibition separately. This in-
formation was then used to compute di�erences between
the surfaces of drainage and imbibition (that is, to
quantify hysteresis between these surfaces). Measures of
the di�erence between the calculated surfaces are in-
troduced with normalized moments of the residuals. The
normalization is performed with respect to the area of
the main hysteresis loop in the pc±sw plane,

R
sw;pc dsw dpc,

such that

ma
n �

R
sw;pc awn

dr �sw; pc� ÿ awn
im �sw; pc�� 	n

dsw dpcR
sw; pc dsw dpc

" #1=n

n � 1; 2 �13�
and

ml
n �

R
sw;pc lwns

dr �sw; pc� ÿ lwns
im �sw; pc�� 	n

dsw dpcR
sw; pc dsw dpc

" #1=n

n � 1; 2: �14�
Eq. (13) corresponds to the ®rst and second moments
from the drainage and imbibition scanning sequences
for speci®c interfacial areas, awn

dr and awn
im , and Eq. (14)

applies to common line lengths, lwns
dr and lwns

im . The
measures of m1 and m2 will thus indicate whether the
residuals balance out overall, and whether drainage and
imbibition sequences actually coincide.

In addition to these integrated measures, where many
details of the speci®c area and common line surfaces
become lumped, we present the maximum values over
the drainage and imbibition scanning sequences,
awn

max �Max�awn
dr ; a

wn
im � and lwns

max �Max�lwns
dr ; l

wns
im �. We have

also computed the areas encompassed by the main
hysteresis loop in the pc±sw plane, i.e., the denominators
in Eqs. (13) and (14), As;p �

R
sw; pc dsw dpc. All these

values are obtained for a set of parameter combinations
chosen from within the ranges for the snap-o� and local
imbibition factors (Eqs. (10)±(12)).

Fig. 6 shows the speci®c interfacial area maxima,
awn

max, for the displacement simulations in the parameter
space of the displacement rules. A variability of the in-
terfacial area maxima is noted from 1.2 to 4.1 mm2/
mm3, with the highest ¯uid±¯uid interfacial areas gen-
erated by a dominant snap-o� in the displacement. In
this region of dominant snap-o�, the results are insen-
sitive to the selection of the local imbibition rule. At
snap-o� factors of 1.5 and larger, the in¯uence of local
imbibition conditions begins to appear and extends
progressively into the parameter space as the snap-o�
parameter increases. This insensitivity of our results at
displacements dominated by snap-o�, and the increase
in sensitivity to local imbibition at higher values of fsnap,
is also found in the remaining ®gures in this section.

Note that, as shown in Fig. 7, As;p displays an opposite
trend in magnitudes to awn

max, with the lowest values oc-
curring for dominant snap-o� (this is consistent with the
behavior described above in Fig. 3).

The ®rst moment ma
1 for the speci®c interfacial areas,

with units as the speci®c interfacial area in mm2/mm3, is
given in Fig. 8(a). The positive range of ma

1 indicates
drainage processes with a higher speci®c interfacial area
than imbibition processes, and vice versa for the nega-
tive range. A projection of the contour lines is provided
in the plot. The zero contour line follows the diagonal
feature pointed out above, and marks the locations in
the parameter space where the integrated drainage sur-
face equals the integrated imbibition surface. It does not
necessarily mark the elimination of hysteresis between
the scanning curve surfaces. For example, it is observed
at high snap-o� values along the zero contour line that
the drainage surface cuts the imbibition surface twice, at
low wetting phase saturation values and high wetting

Fig. 6. Parameter space dependence of simulated displacement rules

for maxima in the speci®c wetting phase±nonwetting phase interfacial

areas, awn
max.

Fig. 7. Parameter space dependence of simulated displacement rules

for hysteresis in the pc±sw projections, As;p.
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phase saturation values. The second moment ma
2 in

Fig. 8(b) reveals where the di�erence between the two
surfaces awn

dr and awn
im is de facto minimized, as seen at the

location corresponding to the end of the zero contour
line, at fsnap � 1:5 and w � 0. The other minimum re-
gion, at a snap-o� parameter of 1.0, corresponds to a
lack of hysteresis in the pc±sw plane, and thus unphysical
conditions in two-phase capillary displacement (see
Fig. 3(a)).

Figs. 9 and 10 supply the analogous information of
lwns

max;m
l
1, and ml

2 for the speci®c common line lengths
(As;p being identical with Fig. 7). These ®gures show a
behavior similar to that in the corresponding ®gures for
speci®c interfacial area, which is not that surprising,
considering the geometric relation between common
lines and interfacial area of menisci in our model. The
values of lwns

max, ml
1, and ml

2 are given in mm/mm3 and are
an order of magnitude higher than for the respective
speci®c interfacial area values. The description of the
zero contour lines and minima in the ®rst and second

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Parameter space dependence of simulated displacement rules on hysteresis. (a) First moments for speci®c wetting phase±nonwetting phase

interfacial areas. (b) Second moments for speci®c wetting phase±nonwetting phase interfacial areas.

(a)
(b)

Fig. 10. Parameter space dependence of simulated displacement rules on hysteresis. (a) First moments for speci®c common line lengths. (b) Second

moments for speci®c common line lengths.

Fig. 9. Parameter space dependence of simulated displacement rules

for maxima in the speci®c common line lengths, lwns
max.
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moments are analogous to those for speci®c interfacial
areas. In particular, we ®nd one physical condition
minimizing hysteresis between the common line surfaces
in the neighborhood of a snap-o� parameter of 1.5 and
zero local imbibition weighting.

Based on these ®ndings, we focused on the parameter
space around the observed minimum of hysteresis pro-
duced by the model. We present results for speci®c in-
terfacial areas only, given the similarity of results for the
speci®c common lines. Fig. 11 displays the snap-o�
parameter ranging from 1.5 to 1.75, and local imbibition
from 0.0 to 0.25, i.e, one grid box of the previous
parameter space analysis. The wire-meshed surfaces are
constructed by displacement simulations at each of the

indicated data points, as before. The ®rst moment,
shown in Fig. 11(a), o�ers a strikingly similar picture to
Fig. 8(a), with the zero contour line cutting diagonally
across the parameter domain. Fig. 11(b) also displays
identical features as the plot of ma

2 in the previous
parameter space (Fig. 8(b)). This indicates that the
network model predictions are well behaved and allow
consistent re®nement in the parameter space of the
displacement rules. In the ®nal re®nement of the
parameter space, only the contour plots of ma

1 and ma
2 are

given in Fig. 12. Parameters used as combinations of the
displacement rules are labeled on the axis labels in these
plots. We observe the zero contour line in Fig. 12(a)
intersecting the snap-o� axis close to a parameter value

(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Contour plots of further re®ned parameter space of simulated displacement rules. (a) First moments for speci®c wetting phase±nonwetting

phase interfacial areas. (b) Second moments for speci®c wetting phase±nonwetting phase interfacial areas.

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Re®ned parameter space dependence of simulated displacement rules on hysteresis. (a) First moments for speci®c wetting phase±nonwetting

phase interfacial areas. (b) Second moments for speci®c wetting phase±nonwetting phase interfacial areas.
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of 1.55. The identical location holds for the minimum in
ma

2 in Fig. 12(b).
In view of the foregoing results, the hysteresis between

drainage and imbibition is signi®cantly reduced for a
snap-o� factor of approximately 1.55, and a local ¯uid
con®guration weighting of approximately 0. Use of these
parameters produced drainage and imbibition surfaces
that are very close to one another in the investigated
sample, as shown in Fig. 13. For practical purposes, we
may consider these results to essentially eliminate hys-
teresis in the pc±sw±awn and pc±sw±lwns relationships.

The functional relationship of awn versus lwns is de-
picted in Fig. 14 for both the drainage scanning curves
and the imbibition scanning curves. These graphs are for
the model parameters used in Fig. 13. The relationships
shown in Fig. 14 are close to linear, revealing a slope of
lwns=awn � 20. For a single ¯uid±¯uid meniscus, we can
predict the slope of this relationship from the pore
geometry, the ¯uid contact angle, and the equilibrium
radius of the meniscus. The ratio between the interfacial
area of a single ¯uid±¯uid meniscus, Awn

i , to its contact
line, Lwns

i , is expressed by

pc=16, drainage
           imbibition
pc=20, drainage
           imbibition
pc=24, drainage
           imbibition

pc=16, drainage
           imbibition
pc=20, drainage
           imbibition
pc=24, drainage
           imbibition

(a) (b)

Fig. 13. Planes at constant pc through: (a) the simulated pc±sw±awn and (b) pc±sw±lwns relationships generated by drainage and imbibition scanning

curves minimizing hysteresis (snap-o� parameter� 1.55, weighting in local imbibition parameter� 0.0).

Fig. 14. Relationship of awn versus lwns for the simulated scanning curves minimizing hysteresis. (a) Drainage scanning sequences. (b) Imbibition

scanning sequences (snap-o� parameter� 1.55, weighting in local imbibition parameter� 0.0).
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Lwns
i

Awn
i

� j cos�H� Ui�j
hi

� cos2 �H� Ui�
Req;i�1ÿ j sin�H� Ui�j� : �15�

For H � 0 and average quantities for U and Req from the
sample statistics given in Table 1, i.e, hUi and hReqi, we
obtain an estimated lwns=awn of 16±19 mm/mm2 for the
single averaging volume. The variability in the estimated
slopes stems from the variation of possible menisci
locations in the bi-conical pore throats. The relative
simplicity of estimating this functional relationship,
although it is only crudely approximated above, holds
further promise. These plots suggest a clear functional
relationship between model calculated awn and lwns, and
hints that lwns may not be an important independent
variable.

5. Discussion and conclusions

New theories of multi-phase ¯ow in porous media
indicate that measures of interfacial areas, and perhaps
common lines, must play a role in the mathematical
description of the system. However, these theoretical
results cannot characterize the relative importance of
these new system variables. For this, experiments are
needed that can quantify the interfacial areas and
common line lengths, and investigate how these vari-
ables are related to other system variables such as cap-
illary pressure and saturation. Because the ability to
measure interfacial areas and common line lengths in
physical experiments remains to be developed, we have
herein used numerical models to investigate the general
behavior of interfacial areas and common lines. In
particular, we have examined the relationship between
common line length, capillary pressure, and saturation;
we have examined the relationship between ¯uid±¯uid
interfacial area, capillary pressure, and saturation; we
have examined the sensitivity of the results to speci®c
choices made in the de®nition of pore-scale displace-
ment rules associated with snap-o� and local ¯uid con-
®guration during imbibition; and we have examined the
hysteresis between drainage and imbibition in the ex-
panded functional dependencies involving interfacial
areas and common line lengths. We ®nd that hysteresis
can essentially be eliminated, in the example system
under consideration, with an appropriate choice of
physically plausible displacement rules. This holds for
both ¯uid±¯uid interfacial areas and common line
lengths. Our results imply that hysteresis in the standard
relationship between capillary pressure and saturation
may be due to an incomplete functional dependence,
when only capillary pressure and saturation are con-
sidered. Inclusion of interfacial area, as the new theories
indicate, may lead to vast reductions or even elimination
of hysteresis. Below we give a discussion of some details

of our results, and indicate issues that remain to be
addressed.

5.1. Functional relationships

A ®rst observation is that with the best estimate of the
displacement rule parameters from our ®ndings, hys-
teresis is nearly eliminated between the drainage and
imbibition surfaces for awn. The separation between
these surfaces is less than 1.5% in Fig. 13(a). The func-
tional form of the constitutive relationship between
pc; sw, and awn appears to be well behaved, and has a
relatively simple geometric shape when hysteretic e�ects
are at a minimum. Notice that the pc±sw±awn surfaces
enclosed by the main hysteresis loop exhibit a pro-
nounced concave curvature in the surface for drainage
and imbibition displacement processes. Hence, the re-
lationship of pc as a function of sw and awn is not single-
valued, and as such a theory that implies dependence of
pc on sw and awn could be questioned. Our results indi-
cate that the relationship of awn as a function of sw and
pc is single-valued, so that this functional form might be
the preferable choice. However, theoretical investiga-
tions remain to be performed to see if such a functional
dependence is feasible.

With the best estimate of the displacement rule
parameters, we found even less hysteresis in speci®c
common line lengths, less than 1.0% (Fig. 13(b)), than
we found for the speci®c interfacial areas. The surfaces
spanned by common line lengths exhibit less curvature,
especially along the pc axis. The almost ¯at surface in the
direction of pc suggests that lwns may not be a function
of pc, but only of sw. Comparison of Fig. 5 with Fig. 13
also indicates that the predicted magnitudes for awn and
lwns from numerical modeling depend strongly on the
selection of displacement parameters.

5.2. Displacement rules and hysteresis

The results presented for a speci®c pore-space sample
may be understood in a general context. Observed hys-
teresis is interpreted as being caused by pore structure
e�ects, irreversible displacement processes (Haines-
jumps), and wettability e�ects (hysteresis of the ¯uid±
solid contact angle) [7]. These e�ects have been
extensively researched. The impact and interplay of the
di�erent pore-level events, determined by the pore
structure, and the displacement history govern the ¯uid
distributions (see e.g., Ref. [21]). Our results indicate
that the relative in¯uence of snap-o� and piston-type
retractions during imbibition contributes signi®cantly to
hysteresis in the expanded three-parameter relation-
ships. With the displacement parameters set to physi-
cally reasonable values (based on experimental
observations), the hysteresis between the drainage and
imbibition surfaces is only a small percentage of the
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absolute magnitude of speci®c interfacial areas or
speci®c common line lengths (cf. axes in Figs. 8 and 10).
The inclusion of a third variable in the constitutive
relationship of pc±sw, i.e., the speci®c interfacial area
between the bulk ¯uid phases, may be interpreted in a
two-phase ¯ow system as largely capturing the e�ects of
irreversible processes leading to the ¯uid distributions.

The computational results suggest minimization of
hysteresis when the snap-o� parameter is in the prox-
imity of the mean aspect ratio of the pore-network
structure, and when the local ¯uid con®guration rule is
given very little weight. We can examine these results
from two points of view. The ®rst involves questioning
the result regarding the local ¯uid con®guration,
whether or not this particular result is physically
plausible. Hysteresis might be expected to be lowest
when there is little or no e�ect from local ¯uid con®g-
urations during imbibition, since piston-type advance
through pore bodies then becomes similar to a reversed
drainage process. An additional remark in this regard
involves the observation that when di�erences between
advancing and receding contact angles are present, ex-
perimental observations indicate that the in¯uence of
local ¯uid con®gurations is greatly reduced [20,29].
While we did not include contact angle hysteresis in our
model simulations, simply to avoid confounding any
such hysteresis e�ects that appear in the model results,
incorporation of contact angle hysteresis in the dis-
placement rules can eliminate e�ects of local ¯uid con-
®guration. This elimination can be seen in the work of,
e.g., Reeves [36] in modeling an air±water system, where
for advancing contact angles greater than 20 the e�ect of
cooperative pore ®lling becomes negligible. Thus elimi-
nation of local ¯uid con®gurations in the imbibition rule
may be justi®ed, although contact angle hysteresis may
need to be considered.

The second point of view that we would like to con-
sider is whether or not the computational exercise pre-
sented herein can provide guidance in the choice of
parameters for displacement rules in pore-scale network
models, given that experimental results provide plaus-
ible ranges for these parameters, but do not provide
unique values. These parameters are measured or cal-
culated for speci®c pore geometries and phase proper-
ties, both idealized for the multi-phase systems that are
typically modeled. Confronted with some arbitrariness
in the selection of displacement rules, there is no a priori
reason for making one choice of displacement par-
ameters instead of another. Under these conditions, we
might choose as a selection criterion the minimization of
hysteresis between drainage and imbibition surfaces in
the pc±sw±awn space. That is, a possible criterion for the
selection of displacement parameters is to accept the
theoretical conjecture regarding elimination of hysteresis
in the expanded functional dependencies, and to impose
this as a criterion for parameter identi®cation. We rec-

ognize that this chain of arguments is based on a con-
jecture that has yet to be proven, but we propose this
criterion as an interesting possibility which, in the
absence of any other criteria, could provide solutions
that are internally consistent and that respect the new
theoretical formulations identifying ¯uid±¯uid interfa-
cial area as an important system variable.

5.3. Model extensions

The network model used in this investigation has
several obvious shortcomings. First, the geometry to
represent pore elements provides no means for explicit
development and tracking of wedges or corners of wet-
ting ¯uid. Angular cross-sections, such as triangles or
rectangles, provide such geometric corners and allow for
wedges of wetting ¯uid to be present everywhere in the
network. While we used an implicit assumption of
wetting-phase connectivity throughout the network,
these angular geometries a�ord the possibility to track
the in¯uence of ®lms or wedges more directly. Such
explicit wedges may add signi®cant ¯uid±¯uid interfacial
areas, areas which behave quite di�erently than the
capillary interfaces between the bulk ¯uids whose sta-
bility dictates the ¯uid displacement. Whether or not
these two di�erent kinds of interfaces need to be quan-
ti®ed separately and treated separately in the theory,
remains a question to be resolved (see also Ref. [14]).
The signi®cance of this additional area remains to be
investigated.

The network model is also limited by the assumption
of quasi-static displacements. No temporal evolutions
are included in the model; interfaces that are unstable
are simply moved to the next stable location in a series
of quasi-static displacements. While this is consistent
with the standard formulation of capillary pressure as
an algebraic function of saturation, it is not necessarily
consistent with the new theories, which indicate that
capillary pressure is a thermodynamic quantity that
evolves dynamically and is only equal to the di�erence in
phase pressures when system equilibrium is reached.
Therefore, if we wish to test the new theories further,
dynamic displacement models will be necessary. These
can be developed as an extension of our current models,
with or without the modi®ed angular geometries. The
combination of explicit wedges of wetting ¯uid and
dynamic displacement algorithms also allows for poss-
ible inclusion of slow drainage through wedges and the
associated time scales for displacement of apparently
trapped wetting ¯uid. These and a host of other kinds of
calculations can provide insight into problems that re-
main partly or wholly unresolved.

Overall, we believe that computational network
models provide an important tool to study multi-phase
¯ow and transport in porous media. They are particu-
larly complementary to new theoretical developments
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that have evolved during the past decade and which
show conclusively that nontraditional variables like
speci®c interfacial areas need to be included in our
mathematical descriptions of multi-phase systems. Until
experimental methods are developed to measure these
nontraditional variables, computational pore-scale net-
work models o�er the only viable tool to investigate and
evaluate these new theories. Investigation of hysteresis
in the extended functional space involving capillary
pressure, saturation, and interfacial area is one such
example of this kind of assessment.
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